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Alignment and orientation effects in the energy pooling process, Sr(5s5p3P1) + Sr(5s5p3P1) f Sr(5s5p1P1)
+ Sr(5s2 1S0), are studied in a single atomic beam. The Sr atoms are prepared in an aligned initial state with
a polarized laser, and alignment information is extracted by observing the fluorescence from the final Sr-
(5s5p1P1) state as the atoms precess in an applied magnetic field. This allows the dependence of the total
energy pooling cross section (integrated over the final state alignment) on the initial state alignment to be
almost completely described. A prominent alignment effect is observed. Ifmj represents the component of
total electronic angular momentum of a Sr(5s5p3P1) atom along the relative velocity vector of the collision,
then the total energy transfer cross section for a particular initial state alignment can be expressed as a sum
of the so-called fundamental cross sections,σm1m2 andσm1m2;m1′m2′, that describe collisions between the various
mj states. Hereσm1m2 represents the cross section for energy transfer when an atom in statem1 collides with
an atom in statem2. The cross sectionσm1m2;m1′m2′ represents the contribution to the total cross section from
interference when the colliding system is in a superposition of the statem1 colliding with m2 and the statem1′
colliding with m2′. It is found that the cross sectionsσ1-1, σ00, and σ10 as well as the interference terms
Re(σ00;1-1) andσ01;10have relatively large values whileσ11 andσ1-1;-11 are small. Coupled with future theoretical
work, these results may provide new insights into the dynamics of the curve crossings that lead to energy
transfer.

I. Introduction

Vector correlation experiments provide a powerful method
for exploring the interaction between atoms or molecules.1-4

By aligning and orienting the atoms with a laser before a
collision, the molecular state of the colliding atoms can be
controlled. This gives an exacting probe of the interatomic
potentials as well as insight into the collision dynamics. Many
two-vector experiments have been done where one of the
colliding atoms is aligned with respect to the relative velocity
vector of the collision, just a few of which are referenced
here.5-9 Less common are three-vector experiments where two
aligned atoms are collided10-14 or where an aligned atom
collides with a structureless atom and the final state alignment
is probed.15-17 Again, the relative velocity vector of the collision
is one of the controlled vectors. Most rare are four-vector
experiments. These usually involve the initial and final velocity
together with initial and final alignments.15-17 In previous work
by this group an experiment has been done where two aligned
excited state Ca atoms collide and the final state is resolved.18

In this work we study alignment and orientation effects for
the process:

This paper concentrates on a three-vector experiment where the
effects of initial state alignment on the total energy pooling cross
sections are studied, ignoring the final state alignment. However,

observations of the final state alignment will be briefly
mentioned. Energy pooling of atomic Sr has been extensively
studied by Neuman et al.19 and Kelly et al.20 Neuman et al.
have even briefly examined the initial state alignment depen-
dence of several of these processes, including the process in eq
1.21 They saw no alignment effects for this particular process,
but their technique was less sensitive than ours, and they were
not able to explore all possible collision geometries. With our
technique, a distinct alignment effect is apparent.

These Sr experiments complement our previous studies of
the analogous system in Ca:18,22

The outer shell electronic structures of Sr and Ca are remarkably
similar, and the Sr alignment effects are reminiscent of the Ca
results. However there are also some important differences.
Since spin orbit coupling is reasonably strong in both cases,
the aligned quantity is the total (spin plus orbital) electronic
angular momentum. The initial relative velocity vector of the
collision provides a natural quantization axis, and the aligned
states will be labeled by the component of angular momentum
along this axis,mj. With both Ca and Sr, collisions between
two mj ) +1 atoms have a small cross section (here we are
averaging over all final magnetic substates), but the relative cross
section is higher for Sr than Ca. In Ca the cross section formj

) +1 plusmj ) 0 collisions is also small, but it is much more
substantial in Sr. In Ca there is an important interference term
present when each atom is in a superposition of anmj ) +1
and anmj ) -1 state, but this seems to play no role in the Sr
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case. With both Sr and Ca energy pooling, themj ) +1 plusmj

) -1 andmj ) 0 plusmj ) 0 cross sections are large.
These experiments are carried out in a single atomic beam.

The initial Sr(5s5p3P1) states are prepared with a polarized laser
pulse and the fluorescence from the final Sr(5s5p1P1) state is
observed. After the laser pulse the initial state population evolves
under the influence of an applied magnetic field. This magnetic
field can be constant, causing the entire population of atoms to
precess, always maintaining the same alignment with respect
to each other, but changing the alignment periodically with
respect to the relative velocity vector of the collision. Alterna-
tively, we introduce a magnetic field gradient so that atoms at
different positions will precess at different rates so that collisions
between atoms with different alignments can be realized.

The apparatus and techniques used in this experiment have
already be described in our Ca work,18,22 so they will only be
outlined here. Section II briefly describes the apparatus and
section III outlines the mathematical framework that is used to
analyze the alignment results. Section IV describes the experi-
ments where the effects of initial state alignment are studied,
integrating over all final states. Section V summarizes the
observations of final state alignment. The results are discussed
and compared to the Ca results in section VI.

II. Experimental Apparatus

The apparatus used for this experiment has been described
in detail in Parks et al.18,22 Only a brief outline is given here.
Strontium vapor is produced in an oven held at 910-920 K.
The Sr beam emerges from a nozzle that is heated to a slightly
higher temperature, 950-960 K, to prevent clogging. These
temperatures are slightly lower than those used in the Ca
experiments of Parks et al.18,22 Since the vapor pressure of Sr
is higher than Ca, the atomic density produced by the oven is
comparable in both cases. With Sr, the density is 6× 1010 atoms/
cm3 at a distance 6 cm from the nozzle, where the excitation
laser intersects the atomic beam. This assures that single
collision conditions are attained on the time scale of this
experiment.

The atomic beam is excited with 689 nm light from a Nd:
YAG pumped pulsed dye laser to produce the initial Sr(5s5p
3P1) state. The laser has a repetition rate of 10 Hz, a pulse width
of 5 ns, and a pulse energy of about 1 mJ. If needed, the
vertically polarized output of this laser is put through a double
Fresnel rhomb to rotate the polarization before it goes through
a polarizer to clean up the polarization. If circular polarization
is needed the laser beam is then put through a Soleil-Babinet
compensator.

The rest of the apparatus is identical to that described in Parks
et al.18,22After the laser pulse, the initial state Sr atoms precess
with a period of 0.8µs, in a magnetic field produced by a set
of Helmholtz coils. Note that the lifetime of the final Sr(5s5p
1P1) state is only a few nanoseconds, so this decay is
instantaneous on the time scale of the magnetic precession. Two
small coils allow a magnetic field gradient to be applied to the
interaction region, with both the field and the gradient directed
along the atomic beam axis. When linear polarization is used
the gradient has a value of 1.5 G/cm, and when circular
polarization is used, the gradient has a value of 3.0 G/cm. A 30
cm focal length lens collects the atomic fluorescence and focuses
it onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT) located outside of the
vacuum chamber. An interference filter is placed between the
lens and the PMT to select the 461 nm fluorescence from the
Sr(5s5p1P1) final state. In some of the experiments a polarizer
is also placed between the PMT and the lens to obtain

information about the final state alignment. The coordinate
system used in this paper is as follows: thez-axis is directed
along the atomic beam axis, thex-axis points from the collision
region to the PMT, and they-axis is antiparallel to the laser
beam.

III. Vector Correlation Theory

In this section a method of quantifying the alignment results
is discussed. The details of this mathematical framework have
been given in previous work;18,22only the important points will
be outlined here. This theory is based on the work of Driessen
et al.23,24 and Alexander et al.25 First we assume that the final
state alignment is not observed. The total observed energy
pooling signal resulting from the collision of two aligned atoms
(labeled 1 and 2) can be decomposed into so-called fundamental
cross sections:

whereIobs represents the observed signal,Fm1m1′ andFm2m2′ are
the density matrices of each of the initial states, andσm1m2;m1′m2′
are the fundamental cross sections. Alsom1, m2, m1′, andm2′
are magnetic quantum numbers where the quantization axis is
the relative velocity vector of the collision. Since all of the
collisions within the thermal atomic beam take place by the
faster atoms catching up with the slower atoms, the relative
velocity vector always points along the atomic beam axis. The
fundamental cross sections,σm1m2;m1′m2′, fall into two categories.
If m1 ) m1′ and m2 ) m2′, then the cross section is called a
conventional cross section, and it is abbreviatedσm1m2. This is
simply the collision cross section when an atom in statem1

collides with an atom in statem2. If m1 * m1′ and/orm2 * m2′,
then σm1m2;m1′m2′ is called a coherence cross section. These
coherence cross sections describe the interference between the
various initial states when the colliding atoms are initially in a
superposition of different magnetic substates. While conven-
tional cross sections are real valued, coherence cross sections
are sometimes complex valued. In addition, not all of the cross
sections are independent. For example, we expect thatσ01 )
σ10. As shown in Parks et al.,22 for the case where two atoms
with total angular momentumj ) 1 collide, the alignment effects
can be completely described by the following fundamental cross
sections:

Note that the coherence cross sectionsσ01;10 andσ1-1;-11 can
be shown to be real valued.22

Now consider an actual experimental system. If the excitation
laser is linearly polarized along thez-axis then the population
of initial states will be created in themj ) 0 state. A magnetic
field directed perpendicularly to thez-axis will cause these states
to precess. The symmetry axis is defined at any instant to be
the axis that, if it is taken to be the quantization axis, the atoms
are in anmj ) 0 state. The angle between thez-axis and the
symmetry axis,â, is given byâ ) ωt. Hereω is the precession
frequency and 1/ω ≈ 1 µs for the magnetic fields used in this
experiment. By inserting the appropriate density matrices into
eq 3 (both initial states have the same alignment here), we find

Iobs) ∑
m1,m1′,m2,m2′

Fm1m1′Fm2m2′σm1m2;m1′m2′ (3)

σ00, σ10, σ1-1, σ11, σ01;10, σ1-1;-11,

Re(σ00;1-1) and Im(σ00;1-1) (4)

I(â) ) a cos(2â) + b cos(4â) + c (5)
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where the parametersa, b, andc are

and n is a normalization constant. The subscriptl has been
appended to the parameters to denote linear polarization. If this
experiment is repeated with circular excitation polarization
instead of a linearly polarized laser beam, then the symmetry
axis is now defined as the axis around which the atoms are in
an mj ) +1 state. This system is again described by eq 5, but
with different parameters:

where the subscriptc denotes circular polarization.
Until this point, the experiments described involve two initial

state atoms, both with the same alignment, colliding. In order
to study collisions with nonparallel alignments a magnetic field
gradient is used. The laser is linearly polarized along thex-axis,
and first a spatially uniform magnetic field is directed along
thez-axis. This causes the symmetry vectors of the initial states
to precess in thex-y plane. Since all of the atoms are precessing
at the same rate, the symmetry vectors of the initial state atoms
are parallel at all times and the signal is given by

Now a field with a nearly constant gradient is applied, with
both the gradient and the fixed field directed along thez-axis.
Immediately after the laser pulse, the symmetry vectors of the
initial states will be parallel, and the signal is still given by eq
8. But as time progresses, atoms at different locations will
precess by different amounts due to the magnetic gradient.
Because the collisions occur between atoms which started at
different locations along thez-axis, each of the colliding atoms
will have a symmetry vector pointing in a different direction
(though they are still constrained to lie in thex-y plane). As
shown in Parks et al.,18 the broad velocity distribution of the
atomic beam in combination with the magnetic gradient means
that the symmetry vectors of the colliding atoms will quickly
become randomized. The net effect of this randomization is to
destroy the coherence terms in eq 8. Thus at long times where
the gradient has had enough time to completely randomize the

states, the ratio of the signal with the gradient on to the signal
with the gradient off is

This can also be done with circularly polarized excitation. In
this case the ratio of the signal with the gradient on to the signal
with the gradient off is

This description can be extended to include final state
alignment. In principle, the density matrix for the final state
only needs to be added to eq 3 and the associated indices added
to the fundamental cross section. In practice, however, this is a
significant complication. The mathematics have been fully
worked out in our previous paper18 and will not be further
commented upon in this section, but several results will be used
in section V. We close this section by remarking that the
equations of this section have described the Ca data extremely
well.18,22

IV. Effect of Initial State Alignment

In this section, the initial state alignment effect is examined
by observing the energy pooling signal without a polarization
analyzer. First the initial Sr(5s5p1P1) state is excited with a
linearly polarized laser beam. The laser polarization is directed
along thez-axis, and the magnetic field is directed along the
x-axis. Thus an aligned population of Sr(5s5p1P1) states is
created, with the symmetry axis parallel to thez-axis im-
mediately after the laser pulse and subsequently precessing
around thex-axis. This precession of the initial state alignment
will cause a modulation in the energy pooling cross section.
This modulation is clearly seen when the final state fluorescence
is plotted as a function of time, as in the top trace of Figure 1.
The modulation has a total amplitude of just under 10% of the
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Figure 1. The fluorescence intensity from the final Sr(5s5p1P1) state
plotted as a function of time after the laser pulse excites the initial
Sr(5s5p3P1) state. The modulations with a period of≈0.5 µs result
from variations in the energy pooling cross sections as the alignment
of the initial state precesses in a magnetic field. The top trace is the
signal when linearly polarized excitation is used and the bottom trace
is the signal when circularly polarized excitation is used. The two traces
were taken on different days, but they have been individually rescaled
to reflect the actual relative signal strengths. The magnetic field is
directed perpendicular to the relative velocity vector of the collision
(the z-azis). In the top trace the laser is linearly polarized along the
z-axis, and in the bottom trace the laser is circularly polarized around
the axis perpendicular to both thez-axis and the magnetic field.

sl ) (σ1-1 + σ11)/(σ1-1 + σ1-1;-11 + σ11) (9)
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average linearly polarized signal strength. This modulation is
on top of a longer term decay which is the result of the
movement of the excited population out of the volume where
fluorescence is detected as well as the fluorescence decay of
the initial state. This experiment can be repeated with circular
polarization. In this case, the laser is circularly polarized around
the y-axis, and the magnetic field still points along thex-axis.
Again, the result is that the symmetry vector precesses in the
y-z plane, though it starts out aligned with they-axis. There is
again a distinct modulation in the final state fluorescence as
seen in the bottom trace in Figure 1. The modulation in the
circular case has a total amplitude of about 20% of the average
linearly polarized excitation signal strength. In addition, the
signal with circular polarization is always smaller than the signal
with linearly polarized excitation.

In order to quantify the difference between the signal strength
in the linear and circular cases, the magnetic field is directed
along thez-axis. The laser is first linearly polarized along the
x-axis, then circularly polarized around they-axis. This means
that the symmetry vector remains in thex-y plane and precesses
around thez-axis. In this experiment, the laser beam first goes
through a polarizer aligned with thex-axis and then a Babinet-
Soliel compensator. Both linear and circular polarization can
be made by adjusting the Babinet-Soliel compensator, allowing
the signal in both of these cases to be compared. First linear
polarization is produced, and the signal is averaged over 1000
laser pulses. Then circular polarization is made, and the signal
is averaged over the same number of laser pulses. This is
repeated 15 times. The resulting data is shown in Figure 2. The
ratio of linear to circular signal is found to ber ) 1.43( 0.05.
The linear and circular signals shown in Figure 1 were taken
under slightly different conditions on different days, and have
been rescaled to correctly reflect the actual value for the relative
signal strength.

The modulations in the energy pooling cross section are now
fit to the form given in section III to obtain the alignment
parameters. The long term decay seen in Figure 1 is removed
by dividing the signal by a running average with a length equal
to one full precession period. The results, after averaging over
10 periods, are shown in Figure 3. The data in this figure have
been fit to the form derived in section 3:

whereâ is the angle between the symmetry axis of the initial
states and thez-axis. Also the subscriptsl and c refer to the

cases of linear and circular polarization, respectively. The values
for the fit parameters areal′ ) 0.082 -0.002

+0.006, bl′ ) 0.006 (
0.002,ac′ ) -0.192 -0.006

+0.013, andbc′ ) 0.011( 0.007.
Next, we discuss the magnetic gradient data. As described

in section 3, the symmetry vectors are made to precess in the
x-y plane, and a magnetic gradient destroys the coherence terms.
This is seen in Figure 4, where the signal with the gradient on,
divided by the signal with the gradient off, is plotted for both
linear and circular polarization. Dividing the gradient data by
the nongradient data removes the long term decay seen in Figure
1, but it also makes the data look noisy at long times because
the two signals that are being compared get small. The clearest
gradient effect is seen in the circular case. Att ) 0 the ratio of
the two signals is one, because the gradient has not had time to
affect the alignment of the initial states. But as time progresses
the signal almost doubles. This indicates that the relevant
coherence terms,σ01;10 and Re(σ00;1-1), have large negative
values. However in the linear case, the signal does not change
much when the gradient is applied. This means that the relevant
coherence cross section,σ1-1;-11, has a small magnitude. The
value for the parameterssl ) 0.96 ( 0.05 andsc ) 1.93 (
0.11, which represent the ratios of the signals with the gradient
on to the signal with the gradient off at times long enough so
that the gradient has almost completely randomized the align-
ment, are found by averaging the long time signal between 4
and 6µs.

The parameters extracted in this section are summarized in
Table 1. The uncertainties quoted in this table are increased to
include the error due to the(10° error in the magnetic field
alignment and the(5° error in the laser polarization alignment.
These source errors are discussed more fully in Parks et al.18,22

Statistical noise is another source of uncertainty. Finally,
included in Table 1 is an uncertainty related to the final state
alignment. In the case of Ca, the final state alignment is only
weakly correlated with the initial state alignment.18 However,
in the case of Sr the situation is not the same. Since all final

Figure 2. The final state fluorescence intensity as a function of time
is plotted as in Figure 1. However, the magnetic field is now directed
along thez-axis and the laser is polarized along (or around) an axis
perpendicular to thez-axis. No large modulations are seen because even
though the atoms are precessing, they now maintain the same angle
with respect to the relative velocity vector of the collision (thez-axis).

I(â) ) al,c′ cos(2â) + bl,c′ cos(4â) + 1 (5′)

Figure 3. The energy pooling cross section plotted as a function of
the angle between the symmetry axis and thez-axis as derived from
the data in Figure 1. The signal for both the case of linearly polarized
excitation and the case of circularly polarized excitation have been
normalized so that the average value is 1. The fit is to the formI(â) )
a′l,c cos(2â) + b′l,c cos(4â) + 1.
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states are not detected equally, an error is introduced. The
fluorescence from the finalpx state is emitted away from the
detector, so only finalpy andpz states are observed. Thus we
are not truly averaging over all final states. This will be
discussed further in the next section. Finally, natural isotopic
abundance Sr was used in this experiment. This means that 7%
of the Sr is in the form of an isotope with nuclear spin9/2. The
nuclear spin will alter the alignment of the electronic state in
these atoms. This effect has been ignored here.

The initial state alignment effect for the Sr process eq 1 and
the Ca process eq 2 can be completely described with seven
parameters, six of which are obtained for both Ca and Sr. The
values for these cross sections that were measured in this work
are given in Table 2 for both Ca and Sr. The Ca cross sections
are averaged over a velocity distribution with a mean of 690
m/s and a full width half maximum of 750 m/s, and the Sr cross
sections are averaged over a velocity distribution with a mean
of 430 m/s and a fwhm of 460 m/s. There are some striking

differences as well as similarities between the cross sections.
In the Ca case the cross sectionσ01 is small, but in the Sr case
it is the largest cross section of all. Hereσ01 is a conventional
cross section and is the energy pooling cross section when an
mj ) 0 state collides with anmj ) +1 state. Its associated
coherence cross section,σ01;10, also has a large magnitude for
Sr. This cross section represents the contribution to the signal
from the interference between anmj ) 0 plusmj ) +1 and an
mj ) +1 plusmj ) 0 collision. The coherence termσ1-1;-11,
which is large in the Ca case, is very small in the Sr case. There
are also similarities. The cross sectionsσ00 andσ1-1 are sizable
for both systems andσ11 is the smallest cross section in both
cases, althoughσ11 is larger for Sr than for Ca. Also Re(σ00;1-1)
is negative in both cases, although it has a larger magnitude
for Ca than for Sr.

V. Final State Alignment

The alignment of the final Sr(5s5p1P1) state is also
investigated. The most basic parameter is the behavior of the
signal, averaged over the modulations due to the magnetic
precession, as the detector polarizer is rotated. Examples of this
data are plotted in Figure 5 for both linear and circular excitation.
Here the detector polarizer is rotated 180° in 15° steps. Letθ
represent the angle between the axis of the detector polarizer
and thez-axis. The signal is largest when the detector polarizer
is parallel to thez-axis (θ ) 0). When the polarizer is parallel
to the y-axis (θ ) 90°), the signal decreases by 70% in the
case of linear excitation and 81% in the circular case. These
data are fit to the form18

where the two parameterskl,c and ll,c describe the shape of the
curve. For the data in Figure 5 the average signal is set equal
to 1, thus the quantity obtained from the fit isll,c/kl,c. For the
case of linear polarization the amplitude of the modulation is
ll/kl ) 0.175( 0.012, and for the case of circular polarization
lc/kc ) 0.102( 0.020.

Next we look at how the modulations due to the magnetic
precession change as the detector polarizer is rotated. At each
value ofθ the modulations as the atoms precess in the magnetic
field are fit to the form18

where the parametersp, q, u, andV depend onθ. This is simply

Figure 4. Fluorescence signals versus time, showing the effects of
the magnetic field gradient. Here the same geometry as that in Figure
3 is used, with magnetic field directed along thez-axis and the laser
polarized perpendicular to this. However an additional magnetic field
is applied, which is directed along thez-axis but has a magnitude that
varies approximately linearly along thez-axis. As described in the text,
this gradient field will destroy any coherence terms that contribute to
the cross section after several microseconds. Here the signal with the
gradient field turned on divided by the signal with the gradient field
turned off is plotted as a function of time.

TABLE 1: Values of the Fit Parameters

parameter valuea

al′ 0.082-0.020
+0.006

bl′ 0.006-0.012
+0.002

ac′ -0.19-0.01
+0.05

bc′ 0.011-0.012
+0.007

rb 1.43( 0.05
sl

c 0.96( 0.05
sc

c 1.93( 0.11

a The values for the parameters measured in section IV. The
modulations resulting from the magnetic precession are fit to the form
I(â) ) al,c′ cos(2â) + bl,c′ cos(4â) + 1. b The parameterr is the ratio
of the signal with linearly polarized excitation to circularly polarized
excitation atâ ) 90°. c The parameterssl andsc and are the ratio of
the signal with the magnetic gradient turned on to the signal with the
magnetic gradient switched off for linear and circular excitation,
respectively.

TABLE 2: Values for the Fundamental Cross Sections for
Ca and Sr Energy Poolinga

parameter Cab Src

σ00 1.14-0.01
+0.02 1.09-0.04

+0.02

σ11 0.11( 0.02 0.47-0.02
+0.07

σ1-1 1.05( 0.15 1.30( 0.15
σ1-1;-11 0.72( 0.13 0.07( 0.10
σ01 0.34( 0.15 1.69( 0.19
σ01;10 -0.07( 0.15 -1.01( 0.18
Re(σ00;1-1) -0.61-0.02

+0.03 -0.30-0.02
+0.03

a Data in both columns are normalized to
1
8(3σ00 + 3

2
σ11 +

3
2
σ1-1 + 3

2
σ1-1;-11 + 2σ01 + 2σ01;10 - 2 Reσ00;1-1) ) 1 b The

Ca cross sections are averaged over a velocity distribution with a mean
of 690 m/s and a fwhm of 750 m/s. This data is from Parks et al.18,22

c The Sr cross sections are averaged over a velocity distribution with
a mean of 430 m/s and a fwhm of 460 m/s.

I(θ) ) kl,c + l l,c cos(2θ) (11)

I(t) ) p cos 2ωt + q sin 2ωt + u cos 4ωt +
V sin 4ωt + 1 (12)
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eq 5 with the sin2ωt and sin4ωt terms added because the
symmetry around thez-axis has now been broken. This formula
was derived in Parks et al.18 The parameterspl, ql, ul, andVl

are plotted as a function ofθ in Figure 6 for linearly polarized
excitation. There appear to be very large modulations in all of
these parameters. In Figure 7 the parameterspc andqc are plotted
for circular polarization. In the circular case the signal is too
noisy to see any modulation in the parametersuc and Vc. An
additional problem is that a small amount of the initial state
fluorescence from the Sr(5s5p3P1) f Sr(5s2 1S0) transition may
have leaked through the interference filter in both the linearly
and circularly polarized excitation cases. This is not a problem
in the Ca studies, but the initial state fluorescence is 20 times
higher here because of the shorter lifetime of the Sr(5s5p3P1)

state. As the initial state precesses, this fluorescence is modulated
at a frequency ofωt when viewed through the detector polarizer.
It is impossible to confirm that the modulations seen inpl,c and
ql,c are not an artifact. This problem could easily have been
solved by using an additional filter; however, this was not done
before the experiment was ended.

There is evidence that some of the final state alignment effect
is real. None of the modulation seen in the cos4ωt and the sin4ωt
terms can be explained by this artifact. Furthermore, all of the
modulation in the cos2ωt and the sin2ωt terms cannot be due
to the artifact. To see this, consider the possibility that all of
the modulation seen inpl and ql is due to the initial state
fluorescence leaking through the interference filter. We can then
predict what modulation would be seen inpc andqc due to the
artifact. The initial state fluorescence, as seen by the detector,
should be twice as intense when linear polarization is used than
when circular polarization is used. This is because in the circular
case most of the fluorescence is emitted in thex-y plane away
from the detector. Also, the average signal is just over half as
strong when circular polarization is used than when linear
polarization is used. This means that the modulation inpl and
ql should be approximately equal to the modulation inpc and
qc. However, as is seen in Figures 6 and 7 the modulation inpc

andqc is actually twice that of the modulation inpl andql. Thus,
while we cannot accurately measure this final state alignment
effect, there is evidence that the modulations in the signal
resulting from the magnetic precession are strongly dependent
on the angle of the detector polarizer. The modulations inpl,c

andql,c seen in Figures 6 and 7 represent an upper limit on the
actual alignment effect.

VI. Discussion

In this paper the alignment effects in the energy pooling
process: Sr(5s5p3P1) + Sr(5s5p3P1) f Sr(5s5p1P1) + Sr(5s2
1S0) have been presented. In Parks et al. the analogous process
in Ca was studied: Ca(4s4p3P1) + Ca(4s4p3P1) f Ca(4s4p
1P1) + Ca(4s2 1S0).18,22 In both cases the total energy transfer
signal is larger with linearly polarized initial states than with

Figure 5. Fluorescence versus detector polarizer angle. A polarizer is
placed between the fluorescence detector and the interaction region.
Here the signal is averaged over the modulations due to the magnetic
precession and plotted as a function of the angleθ between the axis of
the polarizer and thez-axis.

Figure 6. The dependence of the signal modulations due to the
precession of the initial state as a function of the detector polarizer
angleθ is examined here for the case of linearly polarized excitation.
For any particularθ the magnetic precession of the initial state
alignment produces modulations in the energy pooling signal which
can be fit to the form18 I(t) ) pl cos 2ωt + ql sin 2ωt + ul cos 4ωt +
Vl sin 4ωt + 1. As shown in these plots, the fit parameterspl, ql, ul,
andVl depend onθ.

Figure 7. The dependence of the initial state alignment effect is plotted
here for the case of circularly polarized excitation. As described in
Figure 6, the fit parameterspc, qc, uc, and Vc that describe the
modulations resulting from the magnetic precession will depend on
the angle between the axis of the detector polarizer,θ, and thez-axis.
Only pc andqc are plotted here. The scatter in the parametersuc, and
Vc is too large to see any definite trends.
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circularly polarized initial states. The energy pooling cross
section depends significantly on the alignment and orientation
of these linear or circular states. When the symmetry axes of
both atoms are parallel to thez-axis the signal is maximum (that
is when the atoms are both in anmj ) 0 state; the relative
velocity vector of the collisions is directed along thez-axis). A
uniform magnetic field causes these states to precess, and the
signal decreases as the symmetry axis is rotated away from the
z-axis. The alignment modulation is even larger for circularly
polarized states. In this case, the signal is minimal when the
symmetry axis is parallel to thez-axis and increases as the
symmetry axis rotates away from the atomic beam axis. These
effects are seen for both Ca and Sr, but they are much more
pronounced than those for Ca than those for Sr. In the case of
Ca, the signal is larger when twopx states collide than when a
px and apy state collide, but this is not true for that of Sr. This
is reflected in the values ofσ1-1;-11 in Table 2.

In this experiment, the final state alignment was also
measured. In the case of Ca, the ratio ofy-polarized fluorescence
to z-polarized fluorescence was found to be 0.60( 0.03. There
is a measurable correlation between the final state alignment
and the initial state alignment, but this correlation is weak. In
the Sr case, thez-polarized final state fluorescence also
predominates but to a lesser extent. This effect is also different
when linear polarization and circular polarization is used. When
linearly polarized excitation is used, the ratio ofy-polarized
fluorescence toz-polarized fluorescence is 0.70( 0.02 and in
the circular case it is 0.81( 0.03. There is also evidence that
the final state alignment is strongly correlated with the initial
state alignment but the experiments were unable to accurately
measure this.

The exact cause of the differences between the Ca and Sr
cases is hard to pin down without a detailed theory of this type
of collision, which does not yet exist. A simplistic picture is
that when the sum ofmj quantum numbers is zero or one, the
energy transfer is relatively efficient. This may be indicative of
which potential curves are responsible for the energy transfer.
However, it is also possible that multiple crossings occur, since
there are many states within a small range of energies. None of
the relevant potential curves for the Ca-Ca collision and only
a few of the Sr-Sr curves have been published.26 Even though
the structure of Ca and Sr is very similar, it is possible that
differences in these potentials could account for the different
alignment effects seen in the two atomic systems. Previous
theoretical treatments for this type of collision process do not
fully take into account spin-orbit coupling. At close separations,
the collision complex can be described by molecular states in
a basis where the electronic spin and orbital angular momentum
are uncoupled. Avoided crossings in this region can probably
explain the energy pooling processes observed here. However
there is another region at larger interatomic distances where the
separation between the different potential curves is comparable
to the spin-orbit coupling. The behavior in this region is likely
to be quite complicated since at the collision velocities of these
experiments there is time for the spin-orbit interaction to
significantly mix the populations in the molecular states. The
larger spin-orbit coupling of Sr, as well as the slower collision
velocity, could account for some of the differences from the
Ca data.

In this work we have presented a detailed description of the
alignment and orientation effects in the energy pooling process
Sr(5s5p3P1) + Sr(5s5p3P1) f Sr(5s5p1P1) + Sr(5s2 1S0). The
effects of initial state alignment, integrating over all final states,
are almost completely described here. There are also indications
of final state alignment, but it is not thoroughly studied. This,
taken with our previous Ca work, provides a quantitative body
of work on collisions between two aligned and oriented alkali-
earth atoms. In addition, we have demonstrated how magnetic
fields can be exploited to obtain a great deal of alignment
information. New theoretical techniques will probably be needed
to fully model these alignment effects. But the distinct modula-
tions that are observed in the energy pooling cross section hint
that there are important general principles waiting to be
uncovered.
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